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Social signals of safety and risk confer utility and have
asymmetric effects on observers’ choices

© 2015 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved.

Dongil Chung1, George I Christopoulos1,2,8, Brooks King-Casas1,3–6,8, Sheryl B Ball1,7 & Pearl H Chiu1,3–5
Individuals’ risk attitudes are known to guide choices about uncertain options. However, in the presence of others’ decisions,
these choices can be swayed and manifest as riskier or safer behavior than one would express alone. To test the mechanisms
underlying effective social ‘nudges’ in human decision-making, we used functional neuroimaging and a task in which participants
made choices about gambles alone and after observing others’ selections. Against three alternative explanations, we found
that observing others’ choices of gambles increased the subjective value (utility) of those gambles for the observer. This ‘otherconferred utility’ was encoded in ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and these neural signals predicted conformity. We further
identified a parametric interaction with individual risk preferences in anterior cingulate cortex and insula. These data provide a
neuromechanistic account of how information from others is integrated with individual preferences that may explain preferencecongruent susceptibility to social signals of safety and risk.
Incorporating information from others into one’s own decisions can
either be evolutionarily advantageous1 or yield deleterious consequences2. Although many studies have shown social influences on
decision-making and attitudes3–7, the mechanisms via which individuals’ decisions incorporate others’ choices with such varying
outcomes remain unknown. Here, we drew from the large literature
indicating that private decisions about risky options are guided by
both objective signals (that is, probability and expected values) and
subjective preferences8,9, and adapted this model-based framework for
explaining susceptibility to social influence during decision-making
under risk. Our results provide neural and behavioral evidence that
others’ choices of risky options increase the subjective value (utility)
of those options and does so in a manner that varies with individual
preferences, thereby explaining why the same objectively risky choice
by others may be perceived as a ‘gentle nudge’ for the risk-preferring
individual and a ‘strong push’ for the risk-averse individual.
To examine how individuals incorporate information about social
others’ choices during decision-making, we scanned 70 participants
using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as they made
a series of choices between pairs of risky gambles alone and after
viewing others’ decisions (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Online
Methods). Each pair of gambles had the same high- and low-payoff
probabilities, but differed in payoff spreads; thus, one gamble in each
pair was objectively safer, with lower payoff variance, and the other
was objectively riskier, with greater payoff variance (as described previously10; Supplementary Fig. 2 and Online Methods). Participants
were instructed in groups of six and informed that, for some choices,
they would be provided with information about anonymous other
players’ selections (Info trials), whereas other choices would be made
alone, without information about other players’ decisions (Solo trials).

On Info trials, all participants played in the third position, making
choices after two others’ choices were presented; this positioning was
revealed only once participants were in the scanner. Participants were
paid at the end of the study based on the outcome of a random single lottery drawn from all the experimental decisions the participant
made, independent from any other players’ choices.
RESULTS
Social signals of safety and risk affect observers’ choices
Consistent with prior studies, when making Solo decisions 10,
participants’ choices in our paired choice lottery task revealed risk
aversion (Supplementary Fig. 3a,b and Online Methods). Moreover,
participants’ decisions on Info trials were strongly affected by the
choices of others, such that, relative to Solo choices, participants chose
the safer gamble more when both others’ choices were the safer gamble
and chose the riskier gamble more when both others’ choices were the
riskier gamble (Fig. 1b), regardless of payoff probability. No change
in participants’ probability of choosing the safe gamble was observed
when the others’ decisions were mixed (that is, one safe and one risky
gamble; Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 3c). In addition, a separate
behavioral experiment instructing participants that Info trials
were computer-generated random choices showed no influence of
computer-generated options on participants’ choices (N = 30, no
overlap with the N = 70 scanned participants, repeated measures
ANOVA, F(3, 87) = 0.71, P = 0.55; Supplementary Fig. 4).
Other-conferred utility model explains choices under social
influence
Economic utility theory has shown that private decisions about
risky options are guided by both objective valuation and subjective
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preferences and provides a successful model for predicting participants’ choices among uncertain options8–11. We drew on this framework to evaluate potential neurobehavioral mechanisms explaining
when and how individuals incorporate information from others into
choices about uncertain options. The concavity (ρ) of power utility
functions (of the form U(x) = xρ) has classically been used to capture
individual differences in the tradeoff between value and utility12, with
concave utility functions (ρ < 1) describing risk-averse individuals and
convex utility functions (ρ > 1) describing risk-seeking individuals.
We hypothesized that others’ choices of a gamble increase the utility
of that gamble for the observer in the direction (safe, risky) of others’
choices, leading to an increased likelihood of that gamble being the
preferred, and chosen, option of the observing participant. To test
this possibility, we estimated other-conferred utility (OCU) for Info
trials as an addition of utility to the gamble chosen by others, leading
to a new OCU-modified utility for those gambles in the Info trials
(Uwith OCU = Usolo + OCU; Fig. 2a and Online Methods).
This proposed OCU model explained participants’ choices on Info
trials significantly better than a random-choice model (all choices at
chance level; likelihood ratio test, χ2(3) = 64.06, pseudo-R2 = 0.48,
P < 0.001) and three plausible alternatives. Specifically, formal
model-comparison using Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC, lower
values indicate better model fit) showed that the OCU model best
fits participants’ choices on Info trials compared against: (i) blind
following, wherein participants’ choices simply match those of others;
(ii) Solo risk preference, in which participants’ risk preference estimated from Solo trials dictates choices on Info trials; and (iii) risk
preference change, where the scaling parameter (ρ) of an individual’s
power utility function changes in the presence of others’ choices
(Online Methods). The smallest BIC was observed for the OCU model
(Fig. 1c), which supports the hypothesized mechanism that others’
choices of an option increase the subjective value of that option (from
Usolo to Uwith OCU), leading to an increased likelihood that participants
will choose that option, and thus make the same choice as others.


A critical prediction of the OCU model is that preference-dependent
asymmetries exist for the direction (safe or risky) in which others’
choices are likely to influence observers’ choices. That is, under OCU,
risk-averse individuals are predicted to conform more with safe others, whereas risk-seeking individuals are predicted to conform more
with risky others. This asymmetric effect of OCU is illustrated in
Figure 2a for a uniformly distributed set of gambles and a risk-averse
individual (plotted using our group level ρ = 0.38 from Solo trials).
The x axis represents each gamble’s Usolo value (that is, V = Usolo−1
(EU), where EU = expected utility = [pgamble(Vhigh payoff )ρ + (1 − pgamble)
(Vlow payoff )ρ]). We use as our reference point (V0) the value associated
with the mean expected utility of safe gambles (V0 = Usolo−1 (EUsafe)),
which is flanked to the left and right by values associated with risky
gambles10. For decisions in which a risky gamble was the participant’s
Usolo preferred gamble, but others chose the safe gamble, the resulting modified utility Uwith OCU (V0) exceeds Usolo for the originally
preferred gambles between V0 and V1 (Fig. 2a). Thus, with OCU, the
safe gamble chosen by others is now preferred over these originally
preferred riskier gambles. Similarly, for decisions in which the safer
gamble was originally preferred, but others chose a riskier gamble (for
example, at V2, here mirroring V1 and symmetric around V0 for comparison), the resulting Uwith OCU (V2) exceeds Usolo for the originally
preferred gambles between V2 and V3 (Fig. 2a). Given the concavity of
a risk-averse individual’s power utility function, in all cases, the range
of originally preferred gambles for which Uwith OCU from safe others
will exceed Usolo (that is, from V0 to V1) is larger than the range for
which Uwith OCU from risky others will exceed Usolo (that is, from V2
to V3); in other words, for risk aversion, the effects of safe others on an
observer’s choices will always be greater than that of risky others.
A complementary example is provided in Supplementary
Figure 5 showing that, for risk-seeking individuals (ρ > 1), the
influence of OCU from risky others will always be greater than that
of safe others. Our behavioral data support the model’s prediction
of preference-dependent effects of safe and risky choices of
advance online publication
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others on observers’ decisions. Specifically, participants with the
smallest ρ (most risk averse) were biased toward decisions that align
with safe others, the bias decreased in participants who are less risk
averse, and, among the most risk seeking, the bias switched in the
direction of increased conformity with risky others (Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Fig. 6a).
OCU increased the marginal likelihood on any pair of gambles that
an observer would choose the same option as others, relative to that
which would be predicted from their individually estimated solo risk
preference. The utility boost was reflected in a lateral translation of the
observer’s choice probability function (Online Methods), and the translation decreased the distance between others’ (risky or safe) choices
and those predicted by an observer’s Solo risk preference (Fig. 2c).
Thus, a feature of OCU is that decisions that are the same as others
(that is, conforming or aligning) ought to be more likely when others’
choices are closer to that which one would make alone. This was seen

a

Conformity

d

in participants’ increased conformity at smaller distances between
one’s own Solo preference–estimated choices and others’ decisions
(Fig. 2d). The negative relationship between conformity and distance from others was observed independent of payoff probability
(Supplementary Fig. 6b,c) and was present in 94% of participants.
Neural responses support OCU and preference-dependent
effects on observers’ choices
To assess whether a neural instantiation of OCU exists, we performed
event-related fMRI analyses of participants’ neural responses at the
time at which they viewed others’ decisions (Info trials). These ana
lyses revealed robust activation in ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC), a region known to encode subjective value or utility across
domains and commodities during value-guided decision-making13,14.
Specifically, ventromedial PFC responses varied parametrically with
OCU-modified utility, but not with participants’ Solo utility of these

b
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gambles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Table 1). Moreover, participants with greater sensitivity in vmPFC to OCU were more likely to
conform with others’ choices; this relationship was not observed for
Solo utility (Fig. 3b). The vmPFC sensitivity to OCU, coupled with
this response predicting conformity above and beyond that for Usolo,
supports the hypothesis that others’ choices about uncertain options
confer increased value to those options, resulting in the greater like
lihood that options aligning with others’ choices will be selected. We
note that our focus was on neural responses for OCU-modified utility
of chosen versus unchosen gambles (Uwith OCU chosen gamble − Uwith
OCU unchosen gamble) as the broadest OCU-modified variables likely
to be encoded, but other OCU-modified variables may contribute
with varying weight to participants’ choices and ought to be topics
of future investigation (see Supplementary Fig. 7 for potential other
variables to which others’ choices may confer value).
As discussed above, the OCU model revealed that individual risk
preferences biased the influence of others’ choices. Consistent with
this, the neuroimaging analyses revealed that trial-by-trial direction
(that is, safe or risky) of others’ choices interacted with individual
risk preferences in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and anterior insula (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Table 2), such that increased
responses in these regions were identified for others’ choices that
were incongruent with participants’ Solo risk preferences (Fig. 4b,c).
That is, more risk-averse participants showed greater activation in
both dACC and insula when others’ choices of risky gambles were
displayed, whereas less risk-averse subjects showed greater activation when others chose the safer gambles (Fig. 4b,c). This pattern
is consistent with the core roles of the dACC and insula in encoding
conflict and variance8,9,15, including that in the social domain6. Of
note, the neural sensitivity to direction of others’ choices was seen
only when participants conformed; no significant neural encoding
of direction was observed in non-conforming trials (P > 0.01
uncorrected). The specificity of dACC, insula and vmPFC responses
to conforming trials points to a neurobehavioral integration of OCU
with individual risk preferences that leads to choices that align
(or not) with others’ decisions.
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options. Specifically, we present neural and behavioral evidence that
others’ choices of gambles confer subjective value to those gambles
and does so with preference-dependent consequences.
The vmPFC response to OCU is consistent with studies showing
a key role of vmPFC in representing a common subjective value
‘currency’ across domains16–18. These studies found that the valuation
signal is sensitive to social feedback19,20, even when controlling
for the subjective value of stimuli21. However, whether and how
social information is incorporated with internal preferences to affect
decision-making remains unknown. Our data reveal that, in the
presence of others’ decisions, vmPFC encodes an integrated signal
combining the subjective value of information from others with one’s
individual preferences, perhaps related to this region’s combining
of self and other information that occurs during observational
learning22,23 and actions made for others17. In our case, this
valuation signal was seen independent of any revealed outcomes for
self or others, existed over and above the Solo subjective valuation
predicted by one’s risk preference, and predicted conformity beyond
what participants’ Solo risk preferences would alone indicate.
The data also emphasize that choices that align with others both
maximize utility and have the least distance between one’s risk preferences and others’ choices. Here, activations in dACC and insula
encode the discrepancies between self preferences and others’ choices
and are consistent with previous literature pointing to these regions’
roles in encoding variance, social discrepancies and other taskrelevant conflicts5,6,8,9,18,24,25. In addition, the specificity of these neural
responses to conforming trials suggests that alignment with others is
a controlled, affective process when self-other discrepancy is high and
supports the rejection of the simple blind following model for explaining conformity. More generally, these findings point to functional
roles of insula, dACC and vmPFC in linking individual risk preferences with perceptions of social influence and conformity (or not).
Our observed shifts in risky choices are also consistent with studies
that have shown influences of group information on risk attitudes and
other behaviors3,26. The proposed OCU model provides a mechanistic
explanation of how this information from others is incorporated in
decision-making. The comparison of the OCU model against alternative possibilities explaining participants’ choices under social influence demonstrates that individual risk preferences neither change in
the face of information about others’ choices nor fully predict choices
advance online publication
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in a group, but rather serve as a basis against which information from
others is compared and combined to guide choices. Thus, OCU
explains why the same objectively risky choices made by others may
have strong or weak influences on different observers’ behavior and
suggests mechanisms that support positive assortment on risk preferences27. The dependence of choices on both OCU and individual risk
preferences also suggests why social signals do not inevitably lead to
alignment: when the signal sent by others is too discrepant from one’s
Solo-preferred choice, OCU on the less-preferred option is unlikely
to exceed the utility of the Solo-preferred option and individuals will
follow their Solo risk preferences.
The effects of information from others on individuals’ choices are
vast and bidirectional1,2: adolescents are prone to risky decisions in
the presence of peers28 and, on the flip side, positive social support
is among the strongest predictors of remission across psychiatric
illnesses29. Many other examples exist, and extend from the trading floor,
where herding yields surges and declines in asset values7,30,31, to schooling fish, who send and respond to signals of safety and danger32. OCU
contributes to an explanation of conformity in risky decision-making
and evokes neural value signals in vmPFC that predict the likelihood
of observers conforming (or not) with social others’ decisions. Equally
important, our proposed OCU model provides a way in which individual
preferences are integrated with perceptions of information from others
and may explain why the pernicious effects of negative peer pressure
are most evident in those who are most vulnerable20,33. In sum, our data
support a mechanistic account of asymmetric neurobehavioral responding to social signals of safety and risk and also suggest the potential
to affect changes in individual decision-making by modulating the
value of social nudges.
Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the
online version of the paper.
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Participants. 70 healthy MRI-compatible humans (male/female = 52/18,
age = 33.19 ± 12.01) participated in the current study. All participants provided
written informed consent and were paid for their participation. The study was
approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Baylor College of Medicine
and Virginia Tech. Three participants were excluded from the fMRI data analysis
due to scanner artifact or excessive movement (>5 mm in the x, y, or z direction).
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our N
was similar to those reported in previous publications examining individual
differences in the neural substrates of decision-making7,17,34,35.
Experimental procedures. During fMRI scanning, participants made a series of
choices between two gambles, one of which was objectively riskier than the other
(Supplementary Fig. 1). At the start of every trial, a new pair of gambles was presented on the lower half of the screen. Each pair of gambles had the same high- and
low-payoff probabilities but different payoff spread (as described previously10).
For each pair, the safer (safe) gamble had lower payoff variance, and the riskier
(risky) gamble had greater payoff variance. The decisions were made under two
conditions: either alone (Solo) or following information provided about two
other players’ decisions (Info). Participants were instructed in groups of six and
informed that on some indicated trials, decisions would be made privately where
no players’ choices would be revealed to others, and that on other trials decisions
would be made publicly such that a random subset of players’ choices would be
revealed to others. Up to three participants were scanned per session (due to
limits on scanner availability), and as necessary, lab members (unknown to participants) were randomly selected to be present during instructing to bring each
instruction group to 6. Participants were instructed that the order of decisionmaking would be shown on the computer screen in the scanner before the game
began, and that the order of play would remain the same throughout the task.
Once in the scanner, all participants were assigned to the third position; thus,
on Info trials, all participants made their choices after two anonymous others’
choices were presented. To ensure consistency of procedures, all instructions were
provided through illustrated slides, a brief quiz was administered following the
slides, and any erroneous answers were addressed before scanning.
During scanning, Solo and Info trials were intermixed, and for the Info trials,
participants viewed each gamble in each of three group compositions. Specifically,
Info trials consisted of (i) ‘safe, safe’ trials where the two others’ displayed decisions were the safer, lower variance gamble, (ii) ‘risky, risky’ trials where the two
others’ displayed decisions were the riskier, higher variance gamble, and (iii) ‘mix’
trials in which the two others’ decisions were mixed (one safer and one riskier)
was presented before the participant’s decision. Trial types were drawn without
replacement from a uniform distribution; similarly, the specific gambles shown
were also drawn without replacement, so that each gamble was used only once per
condition, and all gambles were used in each condition. In total, each participant
had 96 trials (4 lottery menus × 6 payoff probabilities × 4 trial types (Solo; Info:
‘safe, safe’; Info: ‘risky, risky’; Info: ‘mix’)). The trial order was randomized for
menu × probability × trial type with a unique order per participant. The lottery
menus and their development are described below. For the present study, eight
unique lottery menus (M1-M8) with 10 paired gambles (from 10% to 100%) were
developed as described previously10 (Supplementary Fig. 2a and see below).
During scanning, we used six paired gambles from each of these eight menus
(48 unique pairs). Specifically, from each of the eight lottery menus, we selected the
6 pairs symmetric around the mean indifference point (for each menu, gambles
40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% probability of high payoff). To avoid potential
biases for or against any particular menu, for each participant, gambles from four
of the eight lottery menus were randomly selected to be presented.
Participants were paid at the end of the study, based on the outcome of a
random single lottery drawn from all the experimental decisions the participant
made, and no player’s choices affected the payoff of any other player. To avoid
the possible effects of gamble outcomes on participants’ choices during the game,
only the outcome of the final single lottery selected for payout was presented.
The group instruction and anonymous presentation were implemented to avoid
learning effects while maintaining the social nature of the task.
Behavioral analyses. For model-free behavioral analyses, Info trials were divided
according to the two other players’ choices that were displayed before the participant’s choice: (i) ‘safe, safe’, (ii) ‘risky, risky’, and (iii) ‘mix’ Info trials, described above.
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To compare the proportion of safe choices between trial types, we used repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Paired t tests were used for post-hoc
analyses between the conditions. Data distributions were assumed to be normal
but this was not formally tested. MATLAB R2013b (MathWorks) was used for
all statistical tests of behavior.
Behavioral model specifications and model comparison. For model comparison
at the group level (Fig. 1c), for each model, all 96 trials per participant were
used for leave-one-out group level parameter estimation (repeated 70 times per
model). We used BIC to compare goodness-of-fit of the models for explaining
participants’ decisions. After identifying OCU as the best fitting model, subsequent individual parameter estimations were conducted with custom MATLAB
R2013b scripts using maximum log-likelihood estimation (MLE) at the
individual subject level. For all individual model fitting, participants for whom no
unique solution was found were excluded from analyses specific to that model;
the number of participants excluded is indicated for each model. The fminsearch
function in MATLAB with different initial values starting estimation was used
to obtain all estimated parameters.
Estimates of individual risk preferences. Briefly, utility theory indicates that
participants’ ‘utility’ or subjective valuation for an uncertain option predicts the
choice of that option, above and beyond that which would be predicted by its
objective expected value8,9,18,36,37. Individual risk preferences were first estimated
from participants’ Solo choices (24 trials) using a basic two-parameter model
including risk preference (ρ) and sensitivity to the difference between the utilities
of the paired options (µ)38. The utilities of each of the paired gambles were
calculated and used for measuring the probability of selecting the lower variance
(safe) over the higher variance (risky) option.
U solo:safe = pgamble (Vhigh payoff:safe )r + (1 − pgamble )(Vlow payoff:safe )r

(1)

U solo:risky = pgamble (Vhigh payoff:risky )r + (1 − pgamble )(Vlow payoff:risky )r
(2)
p(choosing safeoption) = (1 + exp[− m (U solo:safe − U solo:risky )])−1

(3)

where Usolo:safe (or Usolo:risky) is the utility of the safe (or risky) option and pgamble
is the probability of earning the high payoff. V represents the payoff amounts for
each gamble and for each pair has the relationship Vhigh payoff:risky > Vhigh payoff:safe >
Vlow payoff:safe > Vlow payoff:risky. The estimated risk preference coefficient ρ from
Solo choices indicates whether a participant is risk neutral (ρ = 1), risk seeking
(ρ > 1) or risk averse (0 < ρ < 1). The probabilistic choice between the options
was modeled using the softmax function. Eight participants showed no unique
solution for Solo risk preference individual estimates and were excluded from
analyses using the Solo risk preference model (leaving N = 59; Fig. 4).
OCU and other potential models explaining decisions with information about
others’ choices (Info trials). Our primary hypothesis was that others’ choices of
a risky (or safe) option confers increased utility (that is, OCU) of that option to
an observing participant and affects the observer’s choices. To test this possibility, we compared the model fit of OCU at the leave-one-out group level against
three alternative models for explaining participants’ behavior: (i) blind following,
wherein participants’ choices simply match those of others; (ii) Solo risk preference, in which participants’ Solo risk preference dictates choices on Info trials;
and (iii) risk preference change, where the scaling parameter (ρ) of an individual’s
power utility function (equations (1) and (2)) changes in the presence of others’
choices. Each is detailed below.
OCU. OCU was estimated as a constant addition of utility to the (safe or risky)
gamble chosen by others. The OCU-modified utility on Info trials (Uwith OCU)
of each option was computed.
U with OCU:safe = U solo:safe + OCU [d (safe,safe)]

(4)

U with OCU:risky = U solo:risky + OCU [d (risky,risky )]

(5)

p′ = (1 + exp[− m (U with OCU:safe − U with OCU:risky )])−1

(6)
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where OCU is the OCU being individually estimated and indicator δ(.) = 1
if the others chose the indicated options on that trial (0, otherwise), and p′ is
the adjusted probability of choosing the safe option on Info trials. The sign
and range of OCU were not restricted in the estimation. In addition, we tested
a form of the OCU model including separate OCU variables for ‘safe, safe’
(from equation (4)) and ‘risky, risky’ (from equation (5)) trials, respectively.
The fit for this direction-separated OCU model was not better than the
general OCU model (BICOCU = 8,033; BICdirection-separate-OCU = 8,040), so only
the general form OCU model was included in subsequent analyses (Fig. 1c).
11 participants showed no unique solution for OCU individual estimates and
were excluded from analyses using individual estimates from the OCU model
(leaving N = 56; Fig. 3; see Supplementary Fig. 8 for the additional analyses
with the smallest subset of included participants).
Blind following. One alternative hypothesis for explaining decisions made with
information from others is that participants might blindly follow others’ choices
and choose whichever options the others choose. In this model, on ‘safe, safe’ and
‘risky, risky’ trials, p(choosing safe option) is expected to be 1 or 0, respectively.
Model free analyses showed that participants’ choices on the mixed trials did not
differ from those made on Solo trials (Supplementary Fig. 3c). Thus, on ‘mix’
trials, the probability of choosing safe was modeled using the softmax function
(equation (3)) as was done for Solo trials. A general version of the blind following model (g blind follow) was also tested, which hypothesized Uwith OCU:safe −
Uwith OCU:risky = constant on Info trials. This estimated constant should induce a
constant probability g (0 ≤ g ≤ 1) of following risky and safe others (equation (6)).
The fit for this general model was worse than the direction-specific blind
following model (BICblind follow = 73,161; BICg-blind follow = 73,170), so only the
blind following model including direction of others’ choices was used to compare
against OCU (Fig. 1c).
Solo risk preference. Another plausible alternative we tested is that participants’
Solo risk preferences may fully predict what they choose in the group. This model is
identical to that used to estimate Solo risk preferences, but the estimate included all
decisions in all trial types (Solo; Info: ‘safe, safe’; Info: ‘risky, risky’; Info: ‘mix’).
Changing risk preference. Finally, participants might change their risk preferences based on their observations of others’ decisions, such that the shape of
an individual’s utility function changes under others’ influence. Changing risk
preference was modeled as
r ′ = r − ∆r d (safe,safe) + ∆r d (risky,risky )

(7)

where risk preference ρ is estimated as indicated in equations (1)–(3), indicator
δ(.) = 1 only if the others chose the indicated options in the trial, and 0 otherwise.
The sign of ∆ρ was not restricted in the estimation. Three different µs were also
estimated; two µs each for ‘safe, safe’ and ‘risky, risky’, and the last µ for both
Solo and Mix trials.
OCU predicts preference dependent alignment with signals of safety and risk.
As outlined throughout, the range of gambles for which Uwith OCU will exceed
Usolo for originally preferred gambles and lead to conformity with others’ choices
is dependent on the direction of influence (that is, safe or risky) and the concavity
of the power utility function (ρ). These relationships are schematically depicted
in Figure 2a and Supplementary Figure 5. We summarize this dependency here,
using the notation defined in the main text and Figure 2a where: V0 is the value
associated with the mean expected utility of safe gambles (V0 = Usolo−1 (EUsafe));
V1 is a risky gamble with greater utility than V0; and V2 is the mirror gamble of
V1 symmetric around and with smaller utility than V0. Uwith OCU from safe others
will exceed Usolo for the range of originally preferred risky gambles between V0
and V1; and Uwith OCU from risky others will exceed Usolo for the value of originally
preferred safer gambles between V2 and V3.
The range of gambles for which Uwith OCU will exceed Usolo for originally
preferred gambles and lead to conformity is dependent upon the direction of
influence (safe or risky) and concavity (ρ) of the power utility function.
If ρ < 1 (concave), then V1 − V0 > V3 − V2, indicating greater influence of
safe others.
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If ρ = 1 (linear), then V1 − V0 = V3 − V2, indicating equal influence of
risky and safe others.
If ρ > 1 (convex), then V1 − V0 < V3 − V2, indicating greater influence of
risky others.
Distance from others. Distance from others may explain variability in the
effects of social others on observers’ decisions, including why some individuals
are susceptible to negative peer pressure while others respond adaptively to positive social influence33,39,40. In the current study, conformity (or equivalently,
alignment) is defined as choosing the same option as others. Under the OCU
model, a lateral translation of the decision probability leads to an increased probability of choosing the same option as others at each probability of high payoff
(Fig. 2c). This allows a measure of distance between choices predicted by one’s
Solo risk preferences and the safe or risky choices of others. Specifically, distance
was calculated as follows:
1 − p(choosing safe option), on safe, safe trials
distance = 
0 − p(choosing safe option), on risky, risky trials

(8)

where p(choosing safe option) was calculated using individually estimated risk
preferences from Solo trials. Thus, positive distance indicates safe influence trials
(safe, safe) and negative distance indicates risky influence trials (risky, risky).
OCU translates participants’ decision probability functions. We show here that
OCU leads to a lateral translation of the decision probability function. Under
OCU, the addition of utility in the direction of others’ choices changes participants’
probability of choosing one gamble over the other as computed with the softmax
function. The probability of choosing the safe option can first be rewritten as
softmax function g (.) of pgamble (probability of high payoff) in the ‘Solo’ trials.
(9)

U safe − U risky = ( pgamble × a) + b
p(choosing safeoption) = (1 + exp[− m (U safe − U risky )])−1 = g ( pgamble )

(10)
where a = (Vhigh payoff:safe)ρ − (Vlow payoff:safe)ρ − (Vhigh payoff:risky)ρ +
(Vlow payoff:risky)ρ, b = (Vlow payoff:safe)ρ − (Vlow payoff:risky)ρ and V represents
the payoff amount for each gamble with the relationship Vhigh payoff:risky >
Vhigh payoff:safe > Vlow payoff:safe > Vlow payoff:risky. Introducing the choices of
others (for example, others choose safe) adds OCU to the option chosen by
others (safe gamble in the current example) and affects the decision probability.
U with OCU:safe = U solo:safe + OCU

(11)

p′ = (1 + exp[− m (U with OCU:safe − U solo:risky )])−1
= (1 + exp[− m (U soloo:safe − U solo:risky + OCU )])−1
= (1 + exp[− m (( pgamble × a) + b + OCU )])−1
= (1 + exp[− m ((( pgamble + OCU / a) × a) + b)])

(12)
−1

= g ( pgamble + OCU / a)
Thus, the addition of other conferred utility leads to a lateral translation of the
decision probability softmax function and manifests as an increased probability
of choosing the option chosen by others.
fMRI acquisition and pre-processing. All scans were collected on a 3.0-T
Siemens Trio scanner. High-resolution T1-weighted scans were acquired using the
MP-RAGE sequence (Siemens). Echo planar images (EPI) were collected during
the entire task procedure to measure blood oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD)
signal. Scans were angled 30° from the AC-PC line. Standard scanner parameters were as follows: repetition time (TR) = 2,000 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms,
slices = 34, slice thickness = 4 mm, flip angle: 90°, voxel size: 3 × 3 × 3.4 mm3.
Preprocessing analyses were performed with SPM8b (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/)41, including slice timing correction, motion correction, co-registration,
normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template, and spatial
smoothing using 6-mm Gaussian kernel. Images were resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3
voxels during normalization. A high-pass filter of 1/128 Hz was applied to all
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scans and autocorrelation of the hemodynamic responses were modeled as a
first-order autoregressive process.
General linear model analyses. We performed event-related fMRI analyses of
participants’ neural responses at the time at which they viewed the others’ decisions. Two separate design matrices were used for general linear model analyses:
one for neural responses independent from final decision (design matrix 1), and
the other coding participants’ alignment with others on each trial (that is, conform or not-conform; design matrix 2). OCU-modified utilities were added as
parametric modulators to the general linear model (see design matrix 1 below),
and individual risk preferences were used as second level regressors (see design
matrix 2 below) to examine the effects of OCU and subjective preferences on
neural responses. For each design matrix, realignment parameters were included
to model movement artifacts. A list of all task-related regressors and parametric
modulators associated with each design matrix is provided below. FWE with
small volume correction where indicated was used for multiple comparisons
(based on regions of interest (ROIs) defined from independent fMRI studies).
In design matrix 1 (DM1), all trials (Solo; Info: ‘safe, safe’; Info: ‘risky, risky’;
Info: ‘mix’) regardless of choice were modeled as linear regressors. The events
in each regressor were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response
function, its temporal derivative and the dispersion derivative. The task-related
regressors were as follows:
1) Player1Cue: on Info trials, cue indicating Player 1’s choice was being
made. At the same time, the new pair of gambles was revealed.
2) InfoViewP1P2: on Info trials, simultaneous revelation of both other
players’ decisions
3) SoloViewGambles: for Solo trials, revelation of new pair of gambles
4) KeypressInfo: Info trial key presses during the decision period
5) KeypressSolo: Solo trial key presses during the decision period
Neural responses to InfoViewP1P2 and SoloViewGambles were modeled as
6-s duration events.
To assess the neural substrates of OCU, parametric modulators associated with
the utility differences between chosen and unchosen options (∆U) were applied
to InfoViewP1P2 (∆U = Uwith OCU chosen gamble − Uwith OCU unchosen gamble).
Uwith OCU was calculated with each individual’s OCU parameter estimated from
the OCU model and was used for participants’ chosen and unchosen options
(equations (4) and (5)). The ∆U parametric modulator was transformed to a
Z score =

∆U − E(∆U )
s (∆U )

where E(∆U) and σ(∆U) are mean and s.d. of utility differences (∆U) over all
trials, respectively. To test the hypothesis that on Info trials, participants
track OCU modified utilities (Uwith OCU), but not Solo utilities (Usolo), parametric
modulators associated with the Solo utility difference between chosen and
unchosen options (Usolo chosen gamble − Usolo unchosen gamble) were also
applied to InfoViewP1P2 (equations (1) and (2)).
In the second design matrix (DM2), to test effects of conformity with others’
choices, the same task related regressors as DM1 were used, with the InfoViewP1P2
regressor additionally separated by conformity (or not) as follows:
1) InfoViewP1P2_conform: on Info trials, simultaneous revelation of both
other players’ decisions when the participant chose the same option as
others.
2) InfoViewP1P2_notconform: on Info trials, simultaneous revelation of both
other players’ decisions when the participant chose the option different
from others.
As with DM1, the events of interest (SoloViewGambles, InfoViewP1P2_conform,
InfoViewP1P2_notconform) were modeled as 6-s duration events. Three
parametric modulators were applied to the InfoViewP1P2_conform and
InfoViewP1P2_notconform events: (i) direction of others’ influence (+1 for
distance > 0 (safe influence), −1 for distance < 0 (risky influence), and 0 for
distance = 0), (ii) magnitude of influence (|distance|), and (iii) probability of
earning high payoff (40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%).
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At the first level, contrast images were generated for each participant
that reflected whole-brain activity correlated with utility differences, direction,
magnitude of influence and probability of earning high payoff, each on a trialby-trial basis. Second-level models were constructed as one-sample t-tests
using contrast images from the first-level model. Inclusive cerebrum masking
was used at the second-level. To investigate the interaction between individual
risk preference and the neural response to direction of influence, participants’
estimated risk preferences (from Solo trials, log transformed) were added
as a second-level regressor to DM2 (see Supplementary Fig. 9 for gendercontrolled analyses). FWE with SVC where indicated was used for multiple comparisons. Functional brain regions implicated in subjective value
encoding13,14,16,19–21,42 and conflict processing6,15,24 were identified as ROIs.
For SVC, the small volumes were defined as spheres with 10mm radius,
centered based on previously published independent studies: vmPFC42 (center at
x = 0, y = 32, z = −18) and dACC15 (center at x = 4, y = 28, z = 28).
ROI analyses and robustness checks. The vmPFC ROI for beta extraction in
Figure 3b was defined as the cluster correlated with trial-by-trial other-conferred
utilities thresholded at whole brain P < 0.001 (peak voxel at x = −3, y = 35 and
z = −20; kE = 19) from DM1. Correlations between the extracted betas and
behavioral conformity (see below) were tested to investigate the link between neural responses to OCU and behavioral decisions. Standard effect size comparison
techniques were used to compare the effect sizes between vmPFC betas predicting
conformity for: (betaUwith OCU − betaUsolo) predicting conformity versus betaUsolo
predicting conformity; Fisher r-to-z′ transformation to normalize the effect size
coefficients, then assessing the significance of the difference between the two normalized coefficients (Z = (z′r1 − z′r2)/SEz′r1 − z′r2). Leave-one-out cross-validation
analyses were performed consecutively. We re-estimated the same second-level
analysis 56 times (N = 56 participants whose OCU model had unique estimated
parameter solutions), leaving one subject out each time. A new set of voxels showing local maximum nearest to the group peak voxel (x = −3, y = 35, and z = −20)
was identified from these iterations. The robustness of the results presented in
Figure 3b was confirmed using leave-one-out cross-validation (Pearson’s correlation; OCU: r = 0.27, P = 0.042; solo utility: r = 0.10, P = 0.46). A sphere centered
at each new voxel with radius of 10 mm defined the ROI, and was used to extract
the mean beta from the left-out subject. Correlations between the extracted betas
and behavioral conformity were tested as described above.
The dACC and insula ROIs for beta extraction in Figure 4b,c were defined as
the significant clusters from the second-level interaction (direction of influence ×
risk preference, conform trials) thresholded at whole brain P < 0.001 (dACC: peak
voxel at x = −3, y = 32 and z = 31; kE = 27; insula: peak voxel at x = −27, y = 17
and z = 10; kE = 96) from DM2. The first eigenvariates of the direction effect for
each participant from the dACC and insula ROIs are plotted for high- and lowrisk preference participants, identified with median split (based on individual
risk preferences estimated from solo trials). The values plotted in Figure 4b,c are
modulated by direction and pooled across subjects as a function of distance.
Task development and piloting. The lotteries used in our task were adopted
from a previous study10 in which participants were presented with a menu of ten
choices between two paired risky gambles. In their design, the probability of high
payoff increased in 10% increments for both gambles going down the menu while
the outcomes remained the same, and the probability of high payoff was the same
for each gamble in the pair. For each pair of gambles, the payoff variance for one
option (option A, safe) was always lower than the variability of the other option
(option B, risky). Thus, in a menu of paired options, at lowest high-payoff probabilities, the expected value difference favors option A, and when the probability
of the high-payoff outcome increases enough, participants should switch over to
option B. This ‘switch point’ varies in relation to participants’ risk preferences,
and individual subjects’ risk aversion coefficients can be estimated using a basic
power utility function (Online Methods).
For the present study, we developed eight unique lottery menus (M1-M8)
with 10 paired gambles (from 10% to 100%; Supplementary Fig. 2a). As per
the previous study10, in any pair of gambles, a safer option had smaller payoff
variance than a riskier option and for each menu, the outcome values were kept
constant, and the risk-neutral ‘switch point’ between the safer and riskier gambles, was between the high probabilities of 40 and 50%. We piloted these gambles
(8 menus × 10 gambles per menu) in 54 behavioral participants (N = 54, no overlap
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with the N = 70 scanned participants) with each pair of gambles presented in
random order (rather than the columnar menu format used previously10). These
pilot data verified that the chosen payoff amounts and format were appropriate
for revealing individual differences in risk preferences. To calculate participants’
indifference points, we estimated participants’ probabilistic decision functions
(softmax) from their choices and measured the payoff probability where the
probability of choosing the safe option was at chance level. As done in previous
studies10,24,26, participants were risk averse, with the average indifference (switch
over) point between the high payoff probabilities of 60 and 70% (Supplementary
Fig. 3a). For scanning, we used six paired gambles from each of the eight menus
that we pilot tested (48 unique pairs).
A Supplementary Methods Checklist is available.
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